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Varying Field Performance of Monolayers
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Some field trials 0% reduction
•
 
Field results extreme day to day variability 
(10-40%) 
Factors Affecting Field Performance of Monolayers
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Impact of the Microlayer on Monolayers?
Norkrans 1980 Advances in Microbial Ecol 4 pp51-85 










Direct photolysis = chemical change due to 




Indirect photolysis = reaction initiated by 
chromophore light absorption in other 
molecules





































Direct Photodegradation of Monolayers
•
 
Monolayer applied to distilled water
•
 
Volatilization = samples placed in the dark
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Kearneys Spring, b -
 
Lake Annand, c -
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Lake Dyer, g -
 
Narda Lagoon, h -
 
Pittaway Pond 

















Turbid Brown Water Clear Water Brown Water Black 
Water
Indirect Photodegradation of Monolayers
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Photodegradation of monolayers IS INDIRECT
Photoreactivity of Water Bodies
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> > reactive species produce higher rates 
of photodegradation of monolayers
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DOM quality and quantity varies within 
water bodies
Photoreactivity of Water Bodies
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Pentachlorophenol for my study
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<< half-life > > photoreactive 
the water body
Photoreactivity of Water Bodies –
 
PCP Half-lives









UV Absorbance (253.7 nm)
–
 


















Grouping of Permanganate Index Results








































suitable for clear and coloured 










restricted for use on clear water 
only (Kearney, Caffey, Dyer)
•
 
Monolayer selection may change with 
season
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